
5 |character areas

The existing subtle level changes allow for a stepping terraced landscape 

north to south, formed by platforms of wildflower meadows and lawn, 

combined with areas allowing educational opportunities for vegetable 

growing, for instance, if required.  Lower level shrubs and hedging 

will also combine to define space while not interrupting views to the 

building and give an overall softer feeling to the space. In drainage 

terms this also provides the opportunity for innovative solutions. New 

tree planting will be a critical part of the garden, and semi mature 

native trees are proposed creating instant impact, in keeping with the 

hill behind, although a range of ages will be used to create growing 

diversity. 

The terraces allow for multiple seating areas enabling parts of the 

garden to be used as outdoor classrooms, or small performance spaces, 

all of which face south towards Arthur Seat and Salisbury Crags making 

the most of such a privileged spot on Calton Hill’s south face.

Through the retention of all existing boundary elements (West entrance 

gate and South railing), plus the integration of a new threshold between 

the School’s entrance route and the West approach garden, the area 

can be closed at night and consequently be managed and maintained 

to the highest standards. This also permits for its use to be flexible 

throughout the year if needed, offering the potential for the ‘fourth’ 

performance space on the site. For ease of movement through the site, 

in anticipation of any more public offerings, two medium size openings 

or gates are made on the south railing close to the west Temple.

School access:  
The private access to all school users will take place through the same 

gateway as presently exists. As mentioned in the description of the 

West approach garden, a clear threshold will be generated between this 

access and the public garden to the south to allow for independence 

of use and safety. The language used in the garden though, jumps 

over this delineation and gets clearly reflected along the south edge 

of the entrance to the school. Pedestrians approach the building 

walking under varied tree species with glimpses of the West approach 

garden and Arthur Seat between the tree trunks. Pedestrian and 

vehicle use is clearly defined through materials, ranging from subtly 

coloured asphalts of different tones for the main vehicle access and 

the pedestrian walkway, to natural stone cubes for the parking area and 

natural stone paving slabs with a geometry clearly influenced by that 

of the main building. The transition of materials responds in a logical 

manner to the parking and means of access needed for the school use, 

allowing for vehicle turning and parking as well as for safe pedestrian 

access to the building.

The paving between the existing and the proposed building reacts to the 

hierarchy, rhythm and scale of Hamilton’s north façade. This generates 

a ground plane on which the proposed building sits comfortably. 

West Approach GardenOverview

West Approach Garden 
This part of the site forms the main approach from the city centre to 

Hamilton’s building for most Edinburgh citizens and visitors, and occurs 

where a high point is reached on the road just prior to arriving at the 

main entrance. Presently the importance and dignity of the old Royal 

High School isn’t perceived from this spot and nothing really entices the 

spectator towards it. This is partly caused by the overgrown vegetation 

of the existing car park which blocks the view of the building and offers 

no more to the observer than an unjustified visual screen to a Grade A 

listed building. Alternatively the views out towards Arthur’s Seat and 

Salisbury Crags are clear and prominent although excessive roadway 

and a disjointed and unfriendly public realm dominate the foreground.

The proposal aims to create an exciting and dynamic space for the city 

that enhances the arrival perception of the existing building revealing 

it gradually back to the city. A gently terraced garden occupies the 

majority of the foreground to the building along with a clear entrance 

to the site and school.  The landscape of the garden looks to harness 

the natural beauty of Calton Hill, sweeping it down in to the site. The 

terraced form allows different hierarchies of approach and use giving 

the opportunity for the functional aspects of the school to operate 

safely from the more contemplative and educational use for the garden, 

all combining to create a setting for the Hamilton building. 

The proposed garden geometry responds to both the formality and 

rational of the West façade and the dynamic softness of Calton Hill. 

Both of them merge and generate this space which funnels and guides 

the view towards the building. 

School Access
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South Terraces

South terraces:
These two symmetrical terraces are located in a prominent area to the 

south of the main building and are the perfect spot for outdoor private 

use. They have potential direct connections with the existing building 

and proposed foyer, front access and proposed West approach garden, 

making these terraces a key area in terms of the flexibility of use of the 

building’s outdoor spaces. They offer spectacular views south towards 

Arthurs Seat, Salisbury Crags and the city.

In order to maximise their use these southern terraces have been 

designed for complete accessibility from the top adjacent to the main 

building to the lower areas sheltered down behind the existing front 

wall. People access these areas through a sequence of ramps and steps 

contained within a series of planted areas that define its geometry. 

These raised planters also delineate the spaces allowing for areas of 

movement and areas of gathering. Walking along these ramps and 

among the planted areas to get to the lower terrace becomes part 

of the experience as the spectator’s view point lowers while getting 

closer to the existing boundary wall. 

The bottom terrace also provides in situ seating areas where people 

can gather and chat while contemplating the stunning views towards 

Arthur Seat. The front boundary walls of Hamilton’s building stand 

just at the right height to provide shelter without compromising on 

views. 

East Park Playground:
The majority of the new building for the school has a green roof.  

This, on one level allows the building to blend in to the surrounding 

landscape backdrop, and on another level provides the opportunity for 

a large proportion of this roof to become and exciting and stimulating 

playground for the students.

This is seen as the school’s private playground used for educational, 

health and wellbeing. Therefore it could be described as a roof park 

or garden playground, and along with the West approach garden 

gives the future students of the school an excellent environment to 

participate in outdoor learning, as well as providing a sensitive setting 

for the Hamilton building.  The distribution of the different areas reacts 

to the outdoor needs for recreation of the school. Trees planted inside 

each of the different courtyards, which perforate this roof, give the 

scheme a three dimensional component that visually connects the two 

levels and helps further to blend the development into its surroundings. 

Regent Road:
The aspiration is to create a high quality urban realm setting on Regent 

Road for the public and also to enhance the setting of the Hamilton 

building. Presently the splendour of the building seems difficult to 

appreciate unless seen from specific and distant viewpoints around 

the city. Regent Road is dominated by an over scaled carriageway 

with narrow pavements making the environment seem unfriendly and 

unforgiving.  This is not only a loss for the setting of the building but 

also for this great elevated vantage point looking over the wonderful 

natural and built environment that encapsulates this part of Edinburgh. 

There are also some key pedestrian routes leading from this elevated 

position down towards Calton Road and on to Holyrood and Waverley 

Station, most notably Jacob’s Ladder and greater integration with 

these routes would enhance the connectivity in this part of the city.

The proposal looks to minimise the presence of the carriageway while 

improving the experience for pedestrians. This is achieved through 

wider footpaths, enhanced shared paving, pedestrian crossings in key 

areas, improved paving materials, the introduction of suitable street 

furniture and the potential integration of a family friendly cycle route.  

In conjunction with this improved public realm, the proposal looks to 

allow the language used in the West approach garden to ‘jump’ over 

the south boundary railing/wall and merge in to the new enhanced 

public realm through the introduction of a series of stepping green 

terraces and other soft landscape areas.  This will help the otherwise 

hard landscape proposals blend with the wider setting of the 

Hamilton building but also help blur the lines between the natural 

landscape of Calton Hill and Regent Road. 

East Park/Playground Regent Road
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west approach garden

West Approach Garden: Indicative Render
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Existing photograph

The west approach garden provides a fitting setting 
for the Hamilton building as an interface between 
the city and the site. It draws its inspiration from 
the natural landscape of Calton Hill as it sweeps 
round the distinctive ‘crag and tail’ topography.  

Although reflecting the hillside the landscape 
will be ‘tamed’ through a series of terraces to 
allow access for all abilities.  This will provide 
opportunities beyond that of just setting, and 
include an ideal environment for outdoor learning, 
allowing defined areas for ‘classrooms’ as well as 
managed public and private events, effectively 
allowing the garden as a whole, or parts of it, to be 
used as the fourth performance space on the site.

Due to the rich history of the site and the 
surrounding landscape there is also opportunity 
for including areas of interpretation to further the 
story of the site and location.
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West Approach Garden: Detail Plan

West Approach Garden: Detail Section

The former Royal High School West Approach GardenSchool Access

Main garden walk Southern garden walkMiddle terraceUpper terrace
edge wallSchool Access

Lower terrace
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West Approach Garden: Plan

West Approach Garden: Indicative Render
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school access

School Access: Indicative Render
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Existing photograph

The private access to the school utilises the 
current main entrance to the site.  It is designed 
to give a clear and safe threshold without being 
overwhelming for students.  Entering the essentially 
on the upper terrace of the garden, the route is 
clearly delineated for vehicles and pedestrians, 
with elements of the garden spilling over the upper 
terrace integrating this level with the garden below.  
On arriving through the gate pillars, glimpsed views 
out over the garden to the dramatic landscape 
beyond give a distinct character. Further on the 
entrance sequence parking is tucked at the foot 
of the Calton Hill Drive retaining wall, and both 
the existing and proposed building start to reveal 
themselves.  Progression towards the new school 
is then presented through a series of courtyards 
formed between the old and new buildings giving 
a feeling of intimacy and shelter. 
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School Access: Plan

School Access: Detail Plan

School Access: Detail Section
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Reference Images: Soft Landscape
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south terraces

South Terraces: Plan

South Terraces: Front elevation

The former Royal High School Regent Road
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South Terraces: Detail plan

South Terraces: Detail Section

Reference image of ramped terrace and planting.

Regent Road

The southern terraces offer spectacular views out 
of the site towards dramatic land and city scape, 
characterising the very essence of Edinburgh.  
They are critical to the elevational setting of the 
Hamilton building and need to remain visually 
uncluttered from key external views.  However 
they provide opportunity for users of the building 
to access this key external space and experience 
the dramatic environment.  Therefore they have 
been carefully designed to allow easy accessibility 
from the building by utilising the inherent level 
change and providing a series of ramped terraces 
and seating areas.  The bottom terrace discreetly 
sits just in behind the existing parapet wall, giving 
views and shelter at the same time.

Lower terrace 
seating area

Ramp access between 
terraces with planting.

Upper terrace access 
from building with low 
level planting.
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east park/ playground

East Park: Plan
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A large proportion of the roof of the new school 
building will become an innovative and exciting 
new playground for the student.  This unique 
series of spaces will give an excellent environment 
for educational, health and well-being activities.  
Its location not only gives on site private space, 
but also an incredible vantage point to view the 
surrounding dramatic land and city scape.  The 
types of spaces offered will respond directly to 
the outdoor needs for recreation of the school 
but also, where possible, will link closely with the 
internal programme of the building.  A series of 
courtyards ‘pushed through’ the roof also add 
another 3 dimensional quality to this roof top 
experience.

Reference Images: Play

Royal High School - Landscape DAS 
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regent road

Regent Road: Indicative Render
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The aspiration for Regent Road is to dramatically 
enhance the overall public realm of the street. This 
will create a fitting setting for the Hamilton building 
and this historic impressive link in to the city, 
which offers commanding views over a dramatic 
land and city scape.  The aim is to increase the 
pedestrian space significantly on both sides of the 
present road by reducing the width of the existing 
carriageway.  

There will be improved opportunities for pedestrian 
crossings linking to key routes to the Canongate 
and Calton Road as well as potential for family 
friendly cycle routes.  The interface of the street 
and south elevation of the Hamilton building will 
be left simple and uncluttered. 

As the road interfaces with the new west garden, 
the proposal is to let the garden landscape ‘leap’ 
the existing railing in to the public domain, giving 
a softer environment for the public to enjoy, while 
reinforcing the landscape of Calton Hill and the 
west setting of the Hamilton Building.

Existing photograph
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Regent Road: Plan

Regent Road: Section

Regent Road: Sectional elevation

The former Royal High SchoolRegent Road garden extension
with west approach garden behind

South Terraces Existing tree planting adjacent 
to Regent Terrace with new 
school extension behind.

Section

Section

South Terraces
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Regent Road: Detail plan

Regent Road: Indicative Render

Regent Road: Detail Section

Reference images for landscape seating terraces.

The former Royal High School

Detail Section

Burns MonumentRegent Road

Regent RoadRegent Road West garden extension, taking the garden out 
in to the public domain, offering a softer environment to 
this section of Regent Road.
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